Missouri State University
Fall 2013 Graduation Candidates
(Sorted by Hometown)

State and County of Primary Residence:
City:

Beiyang Chi, MBA
Tyler C Clark, MBA
John C Cline, BS
Meng Dai, MBA
Cole A Dishman, MAT
Linwan Dong, MBA
Nicholas Dougherty, BS
Di Guo, MBA
Shuangxuanzi He, MBA
Xiaotong Hou, MBA
Xin Hu, MBA
Bishao Hua, MBA
Kai Huang, MBA
Meng Jia, MBA
Ming Jiang, MBA
Jieun Kim, BS
Min Kong, MBA
Chaoran Li, MBA
Lunjia Li, MBA
Nan Li, MS
Wenchao Li, MBA
Xiaoyu Li, MBA
Yuelin Li, MBA
Xiongfei Lin, MBA
Chen Liu, MBA
Jiaqi Liu, MBA
Shuang Liu, MBA
Xueshi Liu, MBA
Wei Luo, BS
Jia Ma, MBA
Yue Ma, MBA
Dasi Meng, MBA
Wen Mu, MBA
Yujie Qiang, MBA
Xin Quan, MBA
Elizabeth Radier, MPH
Jonathen P Ramsey, MS
Kyle C Reithemeyer, BS
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Meizi Ma, BS
Yuchao Ma, MBA
Ni Ni, MBA
Mingjie Shi, BS
Qiuyue Shi, BS
Xinyu Shi, BS
Dongjin Shin, BS
DaPeng Wang, MACC
Jingjing Wang, MBA
Qi Wang, BS
Xiao Wang, MBA
Yufeng Wang, MBA
Hao Wu, BS
Xiaohui Wu, MACC
Qingyang Xu, BS
Junping Yin, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Yanni Zhang, MBA
Qiao Zheng, MBA
Qiao Zheng, MS
Yun Zhou, MBA

City: Dalian, Liaoning
    Hongyan Zhang, MBA

City: Dandong
    Zhenghan Luo, MACC

City: Datong Shanxi Province
    Jiayi Wang, BS

City: Etobicoke, Ontario
    Shuai Pang, MACC

City: Fangshan, Beijing
    Yijing Sun, MBA

City: FUSHUN
    Huan Wang, MACC

City: Ginowan
    Miki Kamesato, BS

City: Gosnells, WA
    Katelyn M Tung, BSED

City: Guilin
    Renyue Zhang, MACC

City: Hail
    Mohammad Mlaihan Almulaihan, BS

City: Handan
    Wen Qin, MACC

City: Hangzhou
    Yawei Cai, MBA
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Ke Xia, MBA
Shijia Zhang, MBA
City: Shenzhen, Guang Dong
    Shuangyu Pang, MBA
City: Shuozhou
    Bingyu Zhang, MACC
City: Springfield
    Lingjun Shen, MBA
City: Ulaanbaatar
    Khongorzul Badrakh, MBA
    Tselmeg Gankhuyag, BS
City: Wuhan, Hubei
    Lingli Li, BS
City: Wuyi
    Xiao Qiu, MBA
City: Xinxiang
    Wei Chen, MACC
City: Xuan Hua
    Chen Yan, MBA
City: Yingkou
    Jie Yuan, MBA
City: Zhengzhou
    YuanYuan Song, MACC
    Zijia Zang, MBA
City: Zhuang He
    Yue Ma, MBA
    Mingwei Sun, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Benton
City: Rogers
    Laurie Ann Nelson, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Carroll
City: Berryville
    Jennifer Robin Alumbaugh Hicks, MSED
City: Eureka Springs
    Karen Marie Crawford, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
    Michele Gann, MHA

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Sebastian
City: Fort Smith
    Chelsea R Foreman, BS
    Zenetta Slabbert, BS, in the Honors College
City: Greenwood
    Karla G Heard, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Washington
City: Springdale
    Madalyn E Foley, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
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Hannah R Philpot, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Tontitown
George H Hudson, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: AZ-Maricopa

City: Gilbert
Jeff Leamon Beaird, MS
Ryan Burkhart, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: AZ-Mohave
City: Lake Havasu City
Ted L Fenton, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Alameda
City: San Leandro
Van Anh Thi Pham, MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Imperial
City: Thermal
Graciela Cady, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Los Angeles
City: Calabasas
XiaoXiao Wang, MACC

City: Los Angeles
Jessica D Rowe, BS

City: San Fernando
Joe A Farias, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Placer
City: Roseville
Scott Matthew Swift, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-San Diego
City: Chula Vista
Katherine S Dobberteen, BSN

State and County of Primary Residence: CO-Broomfield
City: Broomfield
Rebecca C Karner, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Dallas
City: Adel
Ellyn M Henderson, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Ida
City: Holstein
Austin Leonard, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Effingham
City: Effingham
Gianna A Ocello, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Lake
City: Lake Forest
Sarah K Broughton, BSED
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State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Madison
  City:  Alton
        Christine Corzine, BS
  City:  Granite City
        Hannah E Schmidt, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-McHenry
  City:  Lake in the Hills
        Latisha Cornelius, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Peoria
  City:  Dunlap
        Zachary Begner, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Rock Island
  City:  Moline
        Jennifer A Dawson, BSED, Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Saint Clair
  City:  Belleville
        Anthony T Quinn, BS
        Colton T Rhodes, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
  City:  Lebanon
        Molly G Maxson, BA
  City:  Millstadt
        Joshua J Kistner, BS
  City:  Smithton
        Stephanie L Brown, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Vermilion
  City:  Danville
        Andrew L Drake, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IL-Will
  City:  Joliet
        Danielle B Trillet, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  IN-Porter
  City:  Valparaiso
        Trevor Spangenberg, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  International County
  City:  Dalian
        Jeong Hwan Oh, BS
  City:  Dalian, Liaoning
        Hailin Zhang, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Crawford
  City:  Girard
        Logan Ryan Brake, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Johnson
  City:  Leawood
        Erickson Hayes Jacob, BS
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City: Overland Park  
Molly Kathryn Kurtz, MS  
Alexandra M Ploeger, BS, Cum Laude  
Brendan Lyman Wallace, MBA

City: Shawnee  
Madison B Hargrove, BS, Cum Laude

City: Stilwell  
Alex Poague, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Leavenworth
City: Leavenworth  
Jacob M Sims, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Marshall
City: Marysville  
Amber Temple, BS, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: KY-Oldham
City: Prospect  
Daniel V Spears, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: LA-Saint Tammany
City: Slidell  
Brandon Stuart Allain, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Montgomery
City: Silver Spring  
Eric David Severson, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Gogebic
City: Bessemer  
Casey J Trevarthen, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Oakland
City: New Hudson  
Kali Amber Ridal, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MN-Martin
City: Granada  
Kyla Benson, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Audrain
City: Mexico  
Jordan L Whanger, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barry
City: Cassville  
Ethan Emery Couch, BS  
John Leslie Lee, MHA  
Kenneth Eugene Schieler, BS  
Matthew Ryan Stewart, BA, Magna Cum Laude

City: Crane  
E Kathleen Schnelle, MHA

City: Exeter  
Dennis Keith Daniels, MHA
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Gabrielle M McCollum, BS, Cum Laude
Blythe A Richardson, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Callaway
City: Fulton
India R Luetkemeyer, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Camden
City: Camdenton
Soni M Martinson, BSED
Sarah E Nickles, BS

City: Osage Beach
Kristin L Pence, BSED

City: Richland
Leah Paula Wilson, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cape Girardeau
City: Cape Girardeau
Christy Thanh Linh Ha, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Erica L McCormick, BS, in the Honors College
Johnny Gyebi-Adu Yamoah, MHA

City: Jackson
Kacey Ann Shultz, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Carter
City: Van Buren
Dana M Roberts, BA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cass
City: Belton
Kelsey L Maurer, BS

City: Garden City
Emily J Buerge, BSED, Cum Laude

City: Harrisonville
Loren N Morse, BS

City: Lake Winnebago
Jordan G Dutro, BS

City: Peculiar
Bryce M Bishop, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cedar
City: El Dorado Springs
Tara Malee White, BSED

City: Stockton
Janna D Battey, BS
Derek S Stockton, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian
City: Billings
Corrine R Fugitt, BSN
Tina D Roush, BS
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Daviess
   City: Pattonsburg
   Travis J Lowrey, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dekalb
   City: Weatherby
   Johnnie L Stephen, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dent
   City: Salem
   Allison R Hall, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Douglas
   City: Ava
   Whitney Lane Everett, MACC

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dunklin
   City: Kennett
   Matthew T Hamlett, BSED
   Panagiota Panousis, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
   Jordan E Shelton, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Franklin
   City: Robertsville
   Leah K Adams, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
   Sullivan
   Micaela R King, BS, Cum Laude
   Union
   Joshua C Brantley, BA
   Washington
   Christopher Beerman, BS
   Diana A Bell, BS
   Claire E Coulter, BFA
   Allison F Graves, BSED, Cum Laude
   Olivia B Kimminau, MACC
   Laurie K Renner, MACC
   Katelyn E Riegel, BS
   Michael R Tochtrop, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Gasconade
   City: Hermann
   Chelsey M Elsenraat, BS
   Morrison
   Melissa J Krueger, BS
   Owensville
   Jamieson S Gross, MAT

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene
   City: Ash Grove
   Hope E Cashio, BSED
   Julia Kathleen Witt, MHA
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City: Battlefield
  Karman J Bowers, BA, Magna Cum Laude
  James E Box, BS, Magna Cum Laude
  Leeann Rachelle Box, MSED
  Shelley L Frazier, MS
  Eric George, BS
  Nycolle D King, MS
  Krystal N Lowry, BS
  Mark A Webb, MSN

City: Brookline
  Shelley Lynn Carter, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
  Madison L Faulkner, BA
  Katie M Lamb, BS

City: Fair Grove
  Trey R Allen, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
  Hollie Elliott, MS
  Jacob D Hiser, BMUS

City: Pleasant Hope
  Natalie M Falcone, BSED
  Kimberly M Hamilton, BS
  Holly J Thomas, BS

City: Republic
  Jennifer L Ballard, BSN
  Matthew T Benedict, MS
  Austin M Beshears, MBA
  Christy L Coursey, EDS
  Christie Jean Draper, MHA
  Scott M Evans, BS
  Katie D Gilstrap, BA
  David Higginbotham, BAS
  Thomas W Highley, MACC
  Tiffany N Hilton, MS
  Alyson Virginia Kennedy, BSED
  Jason K Lewis, BS
  Richard B Magruder, MS
  Matthew C Mark, BS
  Kami S Mason, MACC
  Breanna P Miller-Smith, BSED, Cum Laude
  Alyssa M Rand, BS
  Paige E Thompson, MSED
  Trina L Vandeventer, BSED, Cum Laude
  Elizabeth Washington, EDS

City: Rogersville
  Landon N Brixey, BS
  Angela P Cockrum, BS
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Steven P Hoaglin, BS  
Zachary W Kolb, BS  
Richard A Lewis, BSED, Cum Laude  
Deron E Payne, BS  
Dave Redfern, MHA

**City:** Springfield

George Aboagye-Asare, MS  
Shannon L Adam, BS  
Michael J Adams, BS  
Bray G Addison, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Chris E Addison, BS, Cum Laude  
Simone Jessica Jade Alvarez, BS  
Nicole J Anderson, BS  
Aaron K Arber, BS  
Gabriel J Ariciu, BS  
Kory M Armstrong, MS  
Jennifer Deann Auten, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Katie E Bacon, BS  
Benjamin T Ballhorn, BS  
Sara E Bamman, BSED, Cum Laude  
Lindsey Renee Barbour, BS  
Ashley M Bartholomaeus, MAGC  
Kelsey E Barton, BA  
Katherine Elizabeth Bauer, BS, Cum Laude  
Ethan J Beaver, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Brian A Beazley, BS  
Amelia C Bennett, BSED  
Colin Michael Bero, BS  
Hanna R Bertram, BS  
Alison M Bickers, BSED, Summa Cum Laude  
Megan A Bolda, BS  
Austin Thomas Boon, MS  
Tyler Bowenschulte, MHA  
Angela E Boyer, BSN  
Charity J Brady, MSED  
Wendi M Brower, MAT  
Ashley P Brown, BA  
Lisa A Buck, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
John R Bumberry, MHA  
Stephen L Burk, BS  
Chang Cai, MBA  
Carrie A Caldwell, BS  
Kristen N Carroll, MA  
Stephanie L Carson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude  
Arielle L Carter, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
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Ashley Nicole Ihrig, BS
Linping Jia, MACC
Hanwen Jiang, MBA
Kalee B Johnson, BSN
Baker D Jones, BS
Kristen E Jones, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Allison M Kabbes, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Farah L Karimian, BS
Daniel R Kickham, BS
Alexander D King, BS
Rene Mercy Kirezicyimanzi, MNAS
Allison M Kabbes, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Carl W Knuckles, MBA
Sin Bi Kwon, BS, Cum Laude
Whitley M Lancaster, BS
Lynn T Langenberg, MHA
Lauren Y Lawson, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Ronald S Lawson, BS
Michaela C Lee, BS
Antony G Lepage, BA
Marissa Leigh Letterman, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Hengchao Li, BS
Jiewei Li, MBA
Yinan Li, MACC
Yuerran Li, MBA
Zhenhao Li, BS
Xiang Lian, BS
Samantha B Little, BSED, Cum Laude
Xiaohan Liu, MBA
Yilin Liu, BS
Karrie L Long, MSED
Mitchell D Long, MACC
Jinyi Lu, MBA
Rachel M Lucht, BS
Andrew T Lurk, BS
Robert E Lyons, BS
Stephanie Macdonald, BS
Teena L Mahoney, MAT
Emily R Maier, BSED
John Manhart, BFA
Ashley P Martin, BS
Nick Dylan Mason, BA
Erin R Mayle, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Cale McAninch, MSED
Brenda McBryde, BS
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Brian Edward McCann, BSED
Michael C McClure, BSED
Zachary R McCormick, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Colleen M McCotter, BS
Jeanne D McDonald, MSED
Robert L McElmurry, MA
Logan C McGhee, BS
Taylor R McQueary, BS
Cayleigh E Medina, BA, Cum Laude
Elizabeth C Mee, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Haochen Men, MBA
Jesse Wayne Milburn, BS, Cum Laude
Pete J Miles, MHA
Caroline E Miller, BFA
Chelsea M Mitchell, BS
Meika Mitts, BS
Moris R Montejo, MSED
Kristin M Moody, MA
Kristen M Moore, BS
Nicholas J Moore, BS
Clayton Michael Murphy, BSED
Haeree Na, BS
Michael A Nelson, MBA
Martin H Nguyen, BS, Cum Laude
Julianna L Norgren, BS
Michael M Onsongo, MPH
Lorin L Opfer, MS
Natalie R Opitz, MA
Rory Glen Osborn, BS
Tiffany A Ott, MSED
Marley K Page, BS
Brittney D Parks, BSED
Hannah L Parks, BA
Jeffrey Thomas Pearson, BS
Yun Peng, BS
David M Perkins, BS
Brittany A Perry, BS
Malissa Anne Peters, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Chase N Petree, BS
Mary T Pham, BS
Jessika Phelps, BS
Tom Keller Platten, BS
Evan T Pollock, BS, Cum Laude
Alexandra M Porterfield, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kelsey M Potter, BS, Cum Laude
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Adam Christian Potts, MS
Lindsey Macal Pratt, BS
Rachel H Preis, BS
Kala C Rackley, BFA
Hannah G Ragain, BS
Derek A Raikos, BS
Duany C Ramos, BSED, Cum Laude
Jacob Douglas Rebert, MBA
Jeffrey Thomas Reeb, BS
Travis West Reeder, MS
Sarah J Reid, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth A Renshaw, BSED
Christopher Richele, BS
Jennifer L Riddle, MHA
Naomi S Rieck, BS
Katherine L Roberts, BSED, Cum Laude
Ronald E Robinson, BS
Megan J Rogers, MBA
Robert A Rogers, MS
Erica D Rosenbaum, MSED
Kaitlyn E Rowe, BSED
Addison E Rowlett, BS
Gretchen K Russell, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kyle J Rutherford, BFA, Cum Laude
Nicole L Ryker, MSED
Anita Sandwell, MHA
Peter Alex Schiefelbein, BFA
Stormie P Schildknecht, BSED, Cum Laude
Houston Brody Schooler, BS
Rebecca Ann Schowengerdt, MS
Benjamin R Seabaugh, BS
Bharat Shah, MHA
Sandra L Shipley, BS
Danielle J Shultz, BS
Karissa M Sieloff, BS, Cum Laude
Timothy Kibet Sirkoi, MHA
Sarah L Skinner, BS
Abigail C Slyman, BS
Ashley M Smith, BS
Cathy Louise Smith, BS
Elizabeth Ann Smith, BS
Joshua D Smith, BS, Cum Laude
Micah S Smith, BS
Roger L Smith-Bergsrud, BS
Andrew M Sorci, BS
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Ryan D Spilken, BS
Derek Wesley Spires, BS
Justin A Spreadborough, BS
Kiva R Stevens, BS
Alyson M Stock, BSED
Jacob Elijah Stockglausner, BS, Cum Laude
Tanner J Stocum, BS, Cum Laude
Thaddeus J Stoklasa, MA
Stacy R Street, BS
Jonathan E Stubblefield, MS
Takatoshi Sugitani, BA
Ryan J Taylor, BS
Ryan C Templeton, BS
Nancy Thao, BS, Cum Laude
Jennifer L Thomas, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew James Thomas, BS
Tallie N Thompson, BS
Craig M Thornton, BS
Brooke G Townley, MBA
Erin Marie Tracy, MSED
Yanchi N Tram, BS
Nicole M Troutman, MACC
Phuong M Tseng, BS
Kristi K Tuttle, BS
Sara M Urrutia, BS, Cum Laude
Justin D Vaughan, BS
Jonathan T Walker, BA
Baining Wang, MACC
Spencer C Wasman, BS
Aarin M Weathers, BS
Teresa Lynn Weeks, BS
Rachel Autumn Weimer, BS
Jacqueline Wheeler, BS
Mandi J Whitaker, BSED
Jerrod R White, MSED
Brennan D Wingert, BS
Kevin Leslie Wise, BS
Herbert Tobias Wolf, BS
Kasey S Wright, BS
Weiran Wu, MBA
Yue Yao, BS
Phillip Hang Yi, BS
Yin Yin, BS, Cum Laude
Karlee Jean Yount, BS
Manjun Zhang, MBA
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Qiaoli Zhang, BS
Siyuan Zhang, MACC
Yining Zheng, MBA

City: Strafford
   Todd L Kraus, MAT
   Nathan Lee Matney, MPH
   Krystle F Porter, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Willard
   Mary K Bryant, BS
   Carmen Leigh Hodson, BS, Cum Laude
   Blake Blackwell Mathis, BS
   Amber M McBride, BA, Cum Laude
   Cara Nicole McConnell, BS
   Michael J Rogers, BS
   Brenda A Schmock, BS
   Jamie D Schoolcraft, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Henry
City: Clinton
   Cory J Knisely, BS

City: Deepwater
   Blake I Duncan, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Hickory
City: Preston
   Dena M Bybee, MSED
   Zachary D Wallace, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Howell
City: Caulfield
   Karen Lynnette Meeks, BSED

City: West Plains
   Roxanne Marie Clemens, BS
   David Zachariah Cox, BSED
   Clinton Tyler Dill, BSED, Cum Laude
   Samantha D Hendrix, BSED
   Michael Caleb Hollis, BSED
   Jaime Lauren McGee, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
   Eric M Metcalf, BSED
   Misty Diane Rader, BSED
   Patricia J Rodriguez, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
   Justin Myles Smith, BS
   Julie Marie Stewart, BSED
   Richard James Taylor, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jackson
City: Blue Springs
   Zachary T Brady, BSED
   Mallory Dawn Fanara, BME, Magna Cum Laude
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Jordynn Elizabeth Webster, BS

City: Joplin
Amanda Katlin Davis, MS
Ryan G Lane, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jeffrey Paul Marshall, MS
Randi S Norman, MS
Taylor S Smith, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Webb City
Megan R Manley, MS
Roberto Alejandro Sorto Funes, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jefferson
City: Arnold
Jonathan W Sheldon, BS
Jennifer A Vischer, BSED

City: De Soto
Chelsea N Carter, BS

City: Dittmer
Sean Thomas Anderson, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Fenton
Kevin C Douglas, BS
Larissa M Stapleton, BS

City: High Ridge
Mathew D Chandler, BS
Vishal R Patel, BS

City: Imperial
Amy Massa, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

City: Pacific
John Christopher Fodge, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Johnson
City: Warrensburg
Katherine C Brady, BS
Sylvia K Carpenter, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Laclede
City: Lebanon
Pati Sue Blain, BS
Jordan T Foltz, BS
Jessica Sue Joiner, MSED
Jamie J Jones, MA
Barbara L Lafferty, BSED
Kelly Lynn Lamkins, BS
Cecilia F Liberton, BSED
Lori A Ranfeld, EDS
Karen Leigh Slavens, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Julie Smith, BS, Cum Laude
Ora Brent Snyder, MSED
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Jacob S Whillock, BS  
Aubrey L Wilson, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Terena Mae Wilson, BS

City: Stoutland  
Keith Ellis Sherrer, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lafayette

City: Concordia  
Sara M Riesterer, BS

City: Higginsville  
Melissa M Bueker, BS, Magna Cum Laude

City: Mayview  
Amanda M White, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lawrence

City: Aurora  
Blake A Ash, BAS  
Michael W Buehler, BAS  
Michelle E Fischer, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

City: Monett  
Caressa R Ginther, MS  
Dollie Jean Hardrick, BS  
Brook A Severs, BS, Cum Laude

City: Mount Vernon  
Danielle O Moomey, BS  
Forrest P Thompson, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lincoln

City: Elsberry  
Nicholas Karl Joseph Grimes, MBA

City: Troy  
Darik M Smith, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Linn

City: Brookfield  
Katherine Ballard, MS  
Jill Fletcher, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Macon

City: La Plata  
Chelsey Lee Farrell, MS

City: Macon  
Olivia M Halley, BS  
Zane Hildreth, MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Maries

City: Belle  
William Lawrence Weaver, BS

City: Vichy  
Erica L Robertson, BA
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State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Newton
   City:  Diamond
      Emily D Beaver, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
      Joshua Christopher Glasson, MS
      Kimberly Gail Hankins, MSED
   City:  Joplin
      Ambry M Prater, MS
      Ali Stauffer, BSED
      Lauren Deion Yust, BS
   City:  Loma Linda
      Elle A Swift, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
   City:  Neosho
      Brandy Boydette Bailey, BSED, Cum Laude
      Rachel Brooke Cantwell, BSED
      Paige E Collins, BSED
      Amanda Faye Hayes, BSED, Cum Laude
      Lori S McFerron, MSED
      Benjamin Gary Nelson, BSED
      Paige D Oxendine, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
   City:  Racine
      Julie Merriman, BSED, Cum Laude
   City:  Seneca
      Amber Elizabeth Bigbee, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
   City:  Stella
      Sylvia D Garnett, BS, in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Nodaway
   City:  Maryville
      Zachary A Keith, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Oregon
   City:  Myrtle
      Jody L Mills, BS
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Osage
   City:  Chamois
      Aubrey Schollmeyer, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
   City:  Westphalia
      Meredith R Muenks, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Ozark
   City:  Caulfield
      Holly E Tucker, MS
      Ivan R Tucker, BS
   City:  Wasola
      Elizabeth Jane Snyder, MHA
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Pemiscot
   City: Steele
      Katie E Harrison, BS
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City:  Wardell
    Michael S Gilboe, BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Pettis

City:  Sedalia
    Rachel A Morris, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Phelps

City:  Rolla
    Damon A Braidlow, BS
    Jenna M Drew, BSED, Cum Laude
    Mattie Lynn Fraley, BSED
    Cameron M Hance, BS
    Zachary M Singer, BME

City:  Saint James
    Kamron Glenn Alford, BA
    Ryan K Hunt, BS
    Megan M Smith, BS, Magna Cum Laude
    Mary Ruth Waggoner, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Platte

City:  Kansas City
    Erin D Boyet, BSED
    Cody C Cummings, BS
    Abby J Felich, BS
    Allison Louise Skorija, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

City:  Parkville
    Lindsay D Pusateri, BS

City:  Platte City
    Brett R Huntley, MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Polk

City:  Bolivar
    Guillermo Arciniegas, BS
    Jonita L Scarbrough, MSED
    Thelma J Vincent, MHA
    Michelle Lynn Ward, BS
    Mattracea D Warren, BS
    Nadia Q Young, BSED

City:  Fair Play
    Jesse D Shaulis, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
    Monica White, BSN

City:  Half Way
    Lance R Coffman, BS

City:  Morrisville
    Sherry Lynn Rice, BSED
    Charlotte Marie Vallance, BSED
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State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pulaski
City: Crocker
    Alexis N Shradnick, BS
    Kyle J Wells, BSED, Cum Laude
City: Fort Leonard Wood
    Evelyn W Bragg, BSN
City: Laquey
    Jordan E Hicks, BS
City: Saint Robert
    Rebecca Irene Birr, BSED, Cum Laude
City: Waynesville
    Riley W Bean, BS
    Megan M Bukowski, BS
    Christopher M Deweese, BS, Cum Laude
    Rebecca A Erst, BS
    Kayla E Goodrich-Danielson, BSED
    Tabatha S Mann, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Randolph
City: Moberly
    Sunitha L Bosecker, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ray
City: Lawson
    Cara B Simmons, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles
City: Dardenne Prairie
    Erin M Cox, BSED
    Amber N Mosley, BSED
    John C Paulson, MS
City: Defiance
    Chelsey A Orf, BS
City: Lake Saint Louis
    Abbie S Harcourt, BSED, Cum Laude
City: O Fallon
    Erin H Andres, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
    Elizabeth Boring, BS
    Michael L Coffin, BS, Magna Cum Laude
    April M Davis, BFA
    Molly Ann Galen, BS
    David L Howell, BS
    Amanda R Klatch, BS
    Amelia J Lawson, BME
    James K Rollins, BA
    James S Scarborough, MS
    Victoria Lee Schneider, BME
    Samantha R Sovar, BSED
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Farmington
   Timothy J Speer, BS

Park Hills
   Melissa Kay Brewen, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

Ballwin
   Matthew R Basler, BS
   Emily F Brcic, BS
   Bradley M Clawges, BS
   Douglas Christopher Gaehle, MS
   Ena Kadric, BS
   Tyler Timothy Leaver, BS
   Keenen L Maddox, BS
   Michelle Martignoni, BSED, Cum Laude
   Leah M Obenhaus, BSED
   Paige E Prosperi, BFA
   Alexander Richards, BFA
   Michael R Schildroth, BS
   Kevin J Shabel, BS, Cum Laude
   Max R Triulzi, BS
   Joseph A Wandersee, BS
   Brandon C Warnecke, BS
   Anna H Widener, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College

Bridgeton
   Patrick L Kreitler, BSED
   Ethan D Kuhn, BS

Chesterfield
   Anna K Bergamini, BSED
   Skylar Schoenfeldt Kim, MA
   Brandt T Levinson, MS
   Kelly L Schaefer, BS
   Sam A Smith, BS, Magna Cum Laude
   Evan A Stern, BSED

Des Peres
   Sarah Emanuel, BSED

Ellisville
   Nilam Suresh Desai, BS, Cum Laude
   Timothy N Krekeler, BS
   Daniel T Smiley, BS

Eureka
   Joseph W Sharpe, BFA

Fenton
   Colleen R Darby, BS, Magna Cum Laude
   Eric M Goettelman, BS
   Victoria E Hartmann, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude
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Justin Michael Schoemehl, BSED
Benjamin D Smith, BS
Brett S Strawhun, BS
Nicole C Veile, BS
Ryan T Walters, MBA
Tiffany R Ware, BS
Sarah N Williamson, BS
Alex Wuellner, BS
Chris J Wuenschel, BS

City: Valley Park
David Robert Mudd, BS

City: Wildwood
Kristin E Knoop, BS
John R Lembeck, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis City

City: Saint Louis
Steven A Beermann, BSED
Kychandra J Carr, BS
Edward A Corno, BS
Kelly E Engleman, BS
Zachary A Koch, BS
Raymond McIntyre, BS
Ellen C Oswald, BFA, Cum Laude
Emily A Paule, MSED
Joshua W Schmidt, BAS
Edward F Stockmann, BME, Magna Cum Laude
Abigail H Wheeler, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Shannon

City: Birch Tree
Miranda D Tharp, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Stoddard

City: Dexter
Gregory T Ulm, BS
Eric D Williams, MHA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Stone

City: Highlandville
Patrick R Conner, BSN

City: Kimberling Cy
Tessa M Peterson, BS

City: Nixa
Ashleigh M Lewis, BSED
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City: Nevada
   Jenifer M Branham, EDS
   Brian Dale Burlingame, BSED, Cum Laude
   Melanie S Carrier, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
   Lindsey L Lechman, BSED, Cum Laude
   Travis James Raney, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

City: Richards
   Melissa A Decocq, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

City: Schell City
   Nolan G Rapp, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Warren
City: Warrenton
   Kelsey Baygents, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Webster
City: Conway
   Pamela Inez Earls, BSED, Magna Cum Laude

City: Marshfield
   Heather Caldwell, MA
   Christopher Ryan Cunningham, BS
   Laura M Dodd, BS
   Austin C Fairbairn, BS
   Seth T Greer, BS
   Cody J Guthrie, BS
   Abbie D Lovato, BS
   Adam Grant Miller, BS
   Tiana Leigh Smith, BS
   Paul A Townlian, BSED
   Chelsea B Trumble, BSED
   Joshua L Warren, BS
   Elgin C Wilson, BSED

City: Rogersville
   Scott L Dennis, MS
   Katie M Eakins, BSED
   Kylie A Frieze, BSN
   Rebecca L Jones, BS
   Emily M Sampson, BSED
   Brady A Stark, MS

City: Seymour
   Mathew O Crates, BS
   Mark B Dinning, BSW
   Tiffany L Harris, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wright
City: Grovespring
   Amy BreNae Shaver, BS
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City: Hartville
   Dustin Charles Curtis, BSED
   Seth Edwin Moon, BS

City: Macomb
   Jessica Kathryn Perkins, BS, Cum Laude

City: Mansfield
   Whitney N Widner, BS

City: Mountain Grove
   Kayla M Bell, MACC
   Matthew P Colson, BS
   Laura N Jones, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
   Marie Dawn MacLeod, BSED
   Ross Wayne Roark, BS
   Rachel C Todd, BFA, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MS-De Soto
 City: Southaven
   Jason T Ware, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MS-Lafayette
 City: Oxford
   Mayuri Bhattacharyya, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Caldwell
 City: Lenoir
   Elizabeth Anne Bartlett, BA

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Harnett
 City: Cameron
   Misty J Dothage, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Wake
 City: Raleigh
   Brianna M Barksdale, MHA

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Douglas
 City: Omaha
   Stephanie M Muschall, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
   Carl H Peterson, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Hall
 City: Grand Island
   Shuming Wang, MHA

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Sarpy
 City: Bellevue
   Matthew Ross Thayer, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NV-Clark
 City: Las Vegas
   Matthew R Frehner, DPT

State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Erie
 City: Buffalo
   Whitney T Shaw-Hamp, BA
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State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Nassau
   City: Levittown
      Shannon Michelle McAdam, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Oklahoma
   City: Edmond
      Kaylee M Steffen, BSED, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: PA-Montgomery
   City: King of Prussia
      Sathya Vardhan Reddy Sanikommu, MNAS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Bell
   City: Killeen
      Margaret E Cordova, BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Collin
   City: Richardson
      Brianna E Wagner, BS, Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Cooke
   City: Tioga
      Ryan J Bennett, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Harris
   City: Kingwood
      Brittani N Tyree, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Hutchinson
   City: Borger
      Leah Mae Wilson, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Jefferson
   City: Beaumont
      Jarmar Gulley, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-McLennan
   City: Waco
      Winter D Taylor, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Tarrant
   City: Fort Worth
      Justin C Villasenor, MA

State and County of Primary Residence: VA-Alexandria City
   City: Alexandria
      Christopher Jay Neil, MS
      Ian C Platz, MS

State and County of Primary Residence: VA-Arlington
   City: Arlington
      Kimsue Yanique Grant, BS

State and County of Primary Residence: VA-Fairfax
   City: Fairfax
      Kyle David Lanham, MS

   City: Reston
      Dustin Edward LeClair, MS
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State and County of Primary Residence: WA-King
City: Shoreline
Heather I Roman, BS
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